
Most IT professionals who are familiar with IBM’s REXX
programming language can attest to its power and flexibility.
The characteristics of REXX are such that it usually lends

itself to a very short program development lifecycle. It is precisely
these characteristics that make it an attractive language for develop-
ing some Web-based applications delivered from IBM’s HTTP
Server on OS/390.

REXX, an acronym for REstructured eXtended eXecuter, is a general-
purpose programming language that has been around for more than 25
years. According to IBM, the first specification for the language is dated
March 29, 1979. REXX is an interpreted language, although REXX
compilers are available for improved performance. It resembles other
programming languages in many respects with similar instructions like
IF, SELECT, DO WHILE, and LEAVE. The REXX language is free
form and relatively unrestricted as far as format and syntax is concerned.
REXX operates on several different platforms including AS/400, CICS,
z/VM, VSE/ESA, OS/2, and, of course, MVS (for more information on
the REXX language, visit the IBM Hursley Web site at http://www2.hursley.
ibm.com/rexx/). This article refers to the SAA REXX implementation on
the MVS system called TSO/E REXX, which is comprised of the TSO/E
REXX Interpreter and the Rexx Language, as defined in the IBM manual
“TSO/E REXX Reference (SC28-1975).

IBM HTTP SERVER

In addition to REXX itself, we need a couple of other system compo-
nents to enable Web delivery from OS/390. One of them is the IBM HTTP
Server. Although this is not an article on an IBM HTTP Server imple-
mentation, a little background discussion may be in order to understand
how it fits into the picture. The IBM HTTP Server, known in previous
incarnations under the names Lotus Domino Go, the Internet Connection
Secure Server (ICSS) and the Internet Connection Server (ICS), is a base
element in OS/390. A base element means that it is included, while an
optional feature is ordered separately and may have an additional charge.
The HTTP Server delivers Web pages stored in Unix System Services
(USS) files from OS/390 to your PC. If you don’t already have the HTTP
Server installed and configured, it would be a good idea to take plenty of
time to plan your implementation. The manual “IBM HTTP Server for
OS/390 Planning, Installing, and Using (SC31-8690) will provide you
with the guidance and information you need to implement your own
HTTP Server. Of particular importance are the steps related to security,
and you should make sure that the appropriate security and networking
people are involved at the beginning. A collaborative effort involving a
team that represents all areas affected by the deployment of your Web

server will pay big dividends in the end, as well as minimize any risk.
Here is a high-level overview of the steps necessary to set up the IBM
HTTP Server:

1. Define the IDs used by the Web server to your security system.
This step will add the appropriate definitions to RACF or your
security system.

2. Turn on program control for DLLs. This is another step related
to security, where program control protects modules in a library.

3. Enable the Web server to use optional products like Workload
Manager, System Management Facilities (SMF), RACF key
database access for certificates, and Lotus Notes access.

4. Make TCPIP configuration changes for USS and your Web server.
5. Customize the IMWEBSRV procedure JCL.
6. Customize the installed USS files by running a supplied shell

script called ‘setup.sh.’ See FIGURE 5.
7. Customize the Web server configuration file called ‘httpd.conf.’
8. Set up security. The HTTP Server uses the industry standards for

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol, as well as X.500 and
X.509 for certificate authentication. It is important to implement
the level of security appropriate for your organization. Also be
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FIGURE 1: INITIAL WEB PAGE FOR SAMPLE EMPLOYEE SEARCH
APPLICATION

FIGURE 2: SEARCH FOR THE WORD ‘MANAGER’ IN THE FILE
PUBLIC.EMPLOYEE.INPUT
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sure to involve any individuals who are
responsible for security and solicit their
input.

9. Optionally, set up proxy server support.
10. Optionally, install and configure the

WebSphere Application Server.

USS

USS, formerly known as OpenEdition, is also
a base element in OS/390. It has a hierarchical
file system that is similar to other Unix environ-
ments. The OS/390 implementation of USS is a
certified Unix system that interfaces with many
other IBM products. It is also worth noting that
you can store images in your USS files, for
example GIF files and PDF files. Just make sure
you FTP them in binary format if you choose to
store them in USS. In this article, we will be
using USS to store our sample Web page and
REXX program. More information about USS
and REXX can be found in the manuals Using
REXX and OS/390 UNIX System Services
(SC28-1905) and UNIX System Services
Planning (SC28-1890).

THE SUBMIT BUTTON

We have all seen buttons on electronic Web
forms that we can click on in order to have
some kind of action take place. For example,
we may fill out a Web-based form with infor-
mation, and then click on a ‘SUBMIT’ button
to send the information and have it processed.
Clicking on a ‘SUBMIT’ button usually causes
a program or script to be executed to process
the data from the form. This is where REXX
comes in. We will be using REXX for the pro-
gram that gets executed when the ‘SUBMIT’
button is clicked. The REXX program in turn
will parse out the data that was entered into the
form, execute some logic, and build a new
HTML Web page with the results to send to the
browser.

SAMPLE APPLICATION

Our sample application is for a fictitious
company called Acme Corporation. The URL
that we will use for them is called
‘corp.acme.com.’ The simple Web application
we will be examining allows employees to
look up the names and titles of other employ-
ees. It consists of a Web page with a search
field, and a REXX program that reads a
sequential file containing employee names
and titles (the sequential file could be built
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/* rexx */
/* the cgiutils command is used to produce a full HTTP 1.0 response */
‘cgiutils -status 200 -ct text/html’

/* housekeeping */
trace off
filein = ‘PUBLIC.EMPLOYEE.INPUT’

/*Start output page to browser */
say ‘<html>’
say ‘<head>’
say ‘<center>’
say ‘<title>Acme Employee Search Application</title>’
say ‘<head>’

say ‘<H2><I>’
say ‘<FONT COLOR=”Blue”>Acme Employee Search Application</FONT>’
say ‘</I></H2>’
say ‘<HR>’

/* get the input from the browser and put it into the variable parse_results */ parse
external parse_results
value_pairs = substr(parse_results,1,length(parse_results)-1)
value_pairs = translate(value_pairs) /* change to upper case */

len = length(value_pairs)
do i = 1 to len /* translate and compress %2C to , and %27 to ‘ */

if substr(value_pairs,i,1) = ‘%’ then do
select

when substr(value_pairs,i+1,2) = ‘2C’ then char = ‘,’
when substr(value_pairs,i+1,2) = ‘27’ then char = “‘“
otherwise char = ‘ ‘
end

value_pairs = substr(value_pairs,1,i-1)||char||,
substr(value_pairs,i+3,len-(i+2))

end
end

parse var value_pairs value_name ‘=’ search_data

/* read the sequential file containing the employee records */
/* bpxwdyn is a dynamic allocation and dynamic output interface for REXX, and is shipped
with the OS/390 UNIX component */
call bpxwdyn “alloc da(“filein”) fi(INDD) shr”
bpxrc = result
if result /= 0 then do

say ‘<font color=red size=5><i><p>’
say ‘The Employee Inquiry File is temporarily unavailable.’
say ‘Please try again in a few minutes. Thank you.’
say ‘</font></i>’
return
end

/* open the input file PUBLIC.EMPLOYEE.INPUT and read the entire contents into the stack
called empllist. */
address mvs “execio 0 diskr indd (open”
address mvs “execio * diskr indd (stem empllist. finis”
return_code = rc
/* set up the table for the parse_results */
say ‘<p>’
say ‘<table align=“center” ’
say ‘border=“1” bgcolor=”#ffffff”>’
say ‘<tr align=“center”>’
say ‘<th colspan=“3”><b>EMPLOYEE RECORDS</b></th>’

/* display the header */
say ‘<tr>’
say ‘<th>Name</th>’
say ‘<th>Title</th>’
say ‘<tr>’

/* go through each empllist. record to see if any characters match what was entered in the
browser search field */
do i = 1 to empllist.0

empllist.i = translate(empllist.i) /* change to upper case */
if search_data > ‘’ then do

if pos(search_data,empllist.i) > 0 then do
name_out = substr(empllist.i,1,19)
title_out = substr(empllist.i,20,40)
say ‘<tr>’
say ‘<td align=“left”>’name_out’</td>’
say ‘<td align=“left”>’title_out’</td>’
say ‘</tr>’
end

end
end

/* end the table for displaying parse_results */
say ‘</table>’
say ‘<p>’
say ‘<font size=4>’
say ‘<A HREF=“/webapps/emplsrch.htm”>Back</A><br><br>’
say ‘</center>’
say ‘</font>’
say ‘</body>’
say ‘</html>’
exit

FIGURE 3: REXX PROGRAM CALLED ‘EMPLSRCH.REXX,’ WHICH EXECUTES THE SEARCH ON THE
FILE PUBLIC.EMPLOYEE.INPUT AND RETURNS THE RESULTS
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nightly from a scheduled batch job that reads an employee database to
create an extract of names and titles).

The application works like this:

1. An employee opens their Web browser and goes to the URL
http://corp.acme.com/webapps/emplsrch.htm.

2. The Web page called ‘emplsrch.htm,’ which is stored in the USS
directory called /webapps, is displayed by the IBM HTTP
Server. (See FIGURE 1)

3. The employee enters a search string consisting of a name or title
and clicks on the ‘submit’ button. (See FIGURE 2)

4. The REXX program called ‘emplsrch.rexx,’ also in the /webapps
USS file, is invoked. (See FIGURE 3)

5. ‘emplsrch.rexx’ reads the sequential file called
‘PUBLIC.EMPLOYEE.INPUT,’ which contains our fictitious
employees. (See FIGURE 4)

6. Records are selected and displayed by the REXX program based
on the criteria entered into the Web page. (See FIGURE 5)

The Web page for the sample application is coded using standard
HTML. You can code your HTML by hand, or use a Web development
tool. If you choose to use a development tool, simply FTP your final
HTML code to the USS directory and file that you want to store it in.
Otherwise, you can develop it right in a USS file using the ISPF Shell
(Ishell), which is very much like ISPF.

Note the ‘<form method=”POST” action=”/webapps/emplsrch.rexx”>’
statement in the HTML source for the sample Web page shown in
FIGURE 6. This is what causes the Rexx program to be executed when
the “SUBMIT’ button is clicked. The statement ‘<INPUT TYPE=TEXT
NAME=”SearchInput” SIZE=25>’ identifies the field into which the
search argument is entered. The name of the field is called ‘SearchInput,’
which will be ‘paired’ with the contents of the search field and passed to
the REXX program in the form of ‘SearchInput=search value entered.’

Once the ‘emplsrch.rexx’ program shown in FIGURE 3 is invoked, it
behaves much like any other REXX program running in TSO. It initializes
variables in the ‘housekeeping’ section, and begins to build the output Web
screen by using ‘SAY’ commands. The ‘SAY’ commands simply write
HTML statements back to the browser. The REXX program retrieves the
search argument that was entered into the Web page by executing the
‘PARSE’ command. This command retrieves the information from the
browser, which is in the form of ‘name/value’ pairs, and separates the field
name ‘SearchInput’ from the search value entered. The program opens the
input sequential dataset, and reads the entire contents into the stem
‘empllist.,’ a table that can be searched later. Then the program looks at
each employee record from the ‘empllist.’ table and checks to see if it con-
tains the search string that was entered into the initial Web screen. If there
is a match, the program places the employee record into an output table
row display back to the user’s browser. In FIGURE 2, for example, the word
‘manager’ was entered, which causes the REXX program to look for all
employee records with ‘manager’ in the record. The result, shown in
FIGURE 5, displays the only two employee records that match.

As you can see, REXX is a very powerful development tool for porting
data on OS/390 to the Web. The ease with which one can develop various
Web-based tools is another value of the REXX language. There are many
kinds of Web-based applications that can be developed with REXX. For
example, REXX programs can be used to provide simple lookup utilities
like our sample application. Or, a more complex system might be
deployed where a REXX program could process an HTML project

request form and extract the data that was entered. The program could
then submit a batch job that sends a formatted e-mail message to the
appropriate personnel via the OS/390 SMTP server. While there are many
uses for Web-enabled REXX, it should be noted that REXX does have its
limitations. Since it is an interpretive language, there may be performance
implications depending on the kind of application that is being developed.
But, it can work very well for applications that do not have large numbers
of ‘hits.’

PLANNING FOR YOUR OWN APPLICATION

Making data available to people via the Web, whether it is through
an Intranet or Internet, can have significant benefits. However, it can
also have disastrous consequences if not controlled properly.

1. Involve the people who are responsible for security in your enter-
prise. Displayingthe wrong data to the wrong people could have
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John Doe         Operator                          
Dave Smith       Director of Financial Systems       
Joe Public       Controller                         
Mary Crosby      Manager of Technical Support        
Jenny Blair      Finance Analyst                    
David Brenner    Legal Professional                 
Dan Allen       Machine Operator                   
James Allison   Mechanic                          
Judy Andrews    Assembler                          
Sally Angus     Sales Analyst                      
Jess Franklin   Material Handler                   
Tom Smith       Manager of Applications Programming  
Jo Appleton     Supervisor of Customer Service      

FIGURE 4: CONTENTS OF THE SEQUENTIAL FILE PUBLIC.EMPLOYEE.INPUT

FIGURE 5. RESULTS OF SEARCH FOR THE WORD ‘MANAGER’ IN THE
FILE PUBLIC.EMPLOYEE.INPUT

FIGURE 6. HTML CODE FOR THE SAMPLE EMPLOYEE SEARCH WEB PAGE
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serious legal implications for your com-
pany. People who are responsible for
security are familiar with privacy laws
and security ‘best practices.’
There may also be cases where legal
representatives should be involved,
depending on the application.

2. Remember that all data has an ‘owner.’ If
you plan on working with data to display
via the Web, you must involve the data
owner to get permission to do so. 

3. If there are not already policies covering
the usage of your application and the data
it accesses, then consider developingone.
Policies are important because they
document any guidelines and/or
restrictions for applications and data.
This protects the resources from
unintended uses and your company from
the ramifications of those unintended uses.

CONCLUSION

The techniques described in this article
demonstrate the mechanics of Web-enabled
REXX programs at a very basic level. Web
pages that project a more professional image
can be developed with the appropriate tools
and effort. Or, if your organization has a Web
development group, they might be able to help
design the Web pages for your project.  
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